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1. My English teacher spoke so softly that I could only ………. understand him.  

         1) persistently   2) satisfactorily  3) enthusiastically  4) vaguely  

2. I was ………. that something went wrong.  

         1) convinced   2) impressed  3) reluctant   4) apathy  

3. In a child, ………. normally suggests intelligence and is welcomed.  

         1) talent    2) curiosity  3) eagerness   4) apathy  

4. They finally decided to ………. their two small business into a larger one.  

         1) cooperate   2) merge   3) share   4) block  

5. I'd honestly never heard such an ………. presentation of Dr. Johnson.  

         1) accessible   2) accidental   3) attracted   4) outstanding  

6. My PhD supervisor wanted me ……….. my report so that there would be time for 

questions.  

         1) to abridge   2) to adopt   3) to approve   4) to abandon  

7. Due to the fact that the water there is contaminated, the area has been ………. based 

on an official decree.  

         1) implemented   2) evacuated   3) populated   4) exploited  

8. It is believed that the Earth is currently facing a period of ………. warming due to 

greenhouse gases.  

         1) huge    2) numerous   3) expressive   4) rapid  

9. Thousands of animal species around the world are ………. with extinction.  

         1) threatened   2) devoted   3) pleased   4) terminated  

10. John was doing a ………. convincing job in the company.  

         1) smoothly   2) willingly  3) fluently   4) surprisingly  

11. We aim to help our students make more ……….  career choices.  

         1) obscure   2) elective  3) informed   4) aggressive  

12. I spent two weeks working with that machine to discover how it………. 

         1) manages   2) executes   3) operates   4) implements  

13. In the end, the two parties reached a ………. 

         1) consequence   2) declaration   3) compromise  4) cooperation  
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14. It is your responsibility to wrap the computer ………. to prevent damage.  

         1) powerfully   2) tightly   3) adequately   4) effectively  

15. I did not know that Professor Irani had such a (n) ………. library at home.  

         1) intricate   2) luxurious   3) elaborate   4) extensive  

16. We had the good ………. to escape injury when our car crashed.  

         1) misery   2) fortune   3) despair   4) challenge  

17. Mr. Johnson was found guilty of ………. destroying his neighbor's property.  

         1) nervously   2) momentarily  3) unintentionally  4) deliberately  

18. ………. the mountain was even more dangerous than climbing it.  

         1) Descending   2) Embarking   3) Reclining   4) Elevating  

19. We all make our own ………. and live with the results.  

         1) occasions   2) choices   3) preferences   4) hopes  

20. Visibility depends chiefly upon the ………. of water particles in the air.  

         1) application   2) concentration  3) deliberation  4) indication  

21. The accident would not have occurred if the bus driver had not been………. 

         1) competent   2) alert   3) negligent   4) suspicious  

22. Due to his illness, Jim ………. with his schoolwork.  

         1) coped with   2) kept up   3) came into   4) fell behind  

23. During the long period of drought, the farmers had to ………. their crops.  

         1) irrigate   2) nourish   3) feed   4) maintain  

24. The government helps people who are unable to work because of ………. 

         1) misfortune   2) negligence  3) disability   4) retirement  

25. Eskimos are native people who have ……….  lived in this region for centuries.  

         1) temporarily   2) identically  3) traditionally  4) momentarily  
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26. Do you get green or orange if you ………. yellow and blue?  

         1) mix    2) would mix   3) would have mixed  4) mixed  

27. I wonder whether ……….  life on other planets.  

         1) was there   2) there was   3) is there   4) there's  

28. They promised that they ………. us next week.  

         1) will visit   2) will be visited  3) would visit            4) would have visited  

29. Jim's salary is really low; ………. , he finds the job very rewarding.  

         1) unless   2) even such   3) because   4) nevertheless  

30. The teacher told George ………. his book.  

         1) picking up   2) to pick up   3) pick up   4) picked up  

31. I don't know ………...  

         1) who that woman is     2) who be that woman  

         3) who's that woman     4) who that woman be  

32. Students will receive extra credit. ……….. they hand in their projects early.  

         1) although   2) unless   3) provided   4) despite  

33. ……….. this seat for someone?  

         l) Would you have saved    2) Should you save  

         3) Are you saving     4) Are you saved  

34. ……….. is your cousin? Is he an English teacher?  

         1) Where   2) What   3) That   4) Who  

35. I could not run ………. since I was exhausted.  

         1) no longer   2) moreover   3) any further   4) some more  

36. John's car broke down on his way to work. ………. , he was late for the meeting.  

         1) Moreover   2) The reason of  3) Because   4) Therefore  

37. It is almost impossible to get through to anybody because the storm last night ………. 

the telephone lines in this area.  

         1) should have destroyed    2) had been destroyed  

         3) destroyed      4) was being destroyed  
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38. Please put your umbrella ……….  the door.  

         1) beside   2) next   3) across   4) close  

39. I must admit you ………. , but I'm sorry my answer is still NO.  

         1) had tried   2) try    3) would try   4) have tried  

40. How anyone managed ……….  without electricity, it’s difficult to imagine.  

         1) living    2) had lived   3) to live   4) would have lived  

41. If I ……….  you, I wouldn't risk it.  

         1) had been   2) were   3) would be   4) am  

42. Our doctor advised us to have vaccinations ……….  we travel to that country.  

         1) until    2) before   3) as soon as   4) as long as  

43. I'll make dinner ………. I come home.  

         1) as soon as   2) before   3) until   4) while  

44. If my cousin had waited another month, he could probably ………. a better price for 

the apartment.  

         1) be offering   2) have offered  3) offer   4) have been offered  

45. The teacher warned Jim ……….  at his friend's exam paper.  

         1) not to look   2) don't look   3) not look   4) not be looked  

46. It is always a pleasure ………. to you.  

         l) talk    2) talked   3) talking   4) had talked  

47. Nobody really knows ………. started the fire.  

         1) why    2) what   3) where   4) how  

48. I don't know what time ………. . 

         1) will be the next train     2) is the next train  

         3) the next train is     4) would be the next train  

49. I can't imagine ………. going to rescue the passengers.  

         1) how they are   2) what are they  3) where they are  4) who they are  

50. While I was in the library studying, I ………. this fantastic book.  

         1) took over   2) came upon   3) made up   4) kept on 
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51. ……….. for my supervisor's help, I could not have finished my PhD dissertation.  

         1) Wasn't it   2) Has it been   3) Wouldn't it be  4) Had it not been  

52. After the storm ………. , many people were found miserable.  

         1) had finished      2) should have finished  

         3) would finish      4) finishes  

53. ……….. your permission to leave the meeting a little earlier?  

         1) Should I ask      2) May I have  

         3) Will I request     4) Would I demand  

54. As is often the case with Jim, he ………. late again today.  

         1) would have arrived     2) had arrived  

         3) did arrive      4) was arriving  

55. ……….. I practice for many years, I cannot possibly reach my professor's standard.  

         1) The more   2) Thus   3) Moreover    4) Even if 
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56.  

1) The bridge was designed by an Iranian architect.  

2) Does John begin his new job in September?  

3) John would rather walk than take a taxi.  

4) We really enjoyed from visiting many different cities in Iran.  

 

57.  

1) You had better tell them the truth.  

2) She's looking forward to meet her husband's parents.  

3) How well can you understand French?  

4) I will appreciate receiving an answer as soon as possible. 

  

58.  

1) If you don't know the meaning of a word, look up in the dictionary.  

2) Jim was not driving very fast at the time, was he?  

3) I know both of them quite well.  

4) I noticed we had taken the wrong road to the stadium.  

 

59.  

1) Thank you being so understanding.  

2) Never have I heard such an amusing story.  

3) Which book belongs to you?  

4) I try to learn ten new English words every day.  

 

60.  

1) Mary was absent from class yesterday.  

2) What language besides French does you mother speak?  

3) Please tum off the lights. I have to appear this film, and it's too bright here.  

4) I have spoken to Mary about this issue several times.  
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61.   

1) Do you mind closing the window?  

2) She will give the book to you if she finds it.  

3) I am glad to have met the football coach.  

4) He is very mature despite of his age.  

 

62.  

1) I asked the teacher what the new word meant.  

2) John told Jim not to wait for him.  

3) The use of vitamin supplements are becoming popular among Iranians.  

4) If you had asked me, I would have helped you.  

 

63.  

1) Mary left right after lunch and so did John  

2) I wish you would not make so much noise.  

3) How much this TV set costs?  

4) There are twelve months in a year. 

 

64.   

1) John himself will make all the preparations for the trip.  

2) Does the store open at 9 o ' clock?  

3) The young boy prefers to do his homework by himself.  

4) Tom never lets his sister to drive his car.  

 

65.  

1) Does John have to leave class early today?  

2) John, as well as his younger brothers, are going to study at that school.  

3) Mary used to take a great interest in her French lessons.  

4) The book will not be returned to the library before Tuesday.  
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Passage 1  

Many great inventions are initially greeted with ridicule and disbelief. The invention of the 

airplane was no exception. Although many people who heard about the first powered flight 

on December 17, 1903 were excited and impressed, others reacted with laughter. The idea 

of flying an aircraft was repulsive to some people. Such people called Wilbur and Orville 

Wright, the inventors of the first flying machine, impulsive fools. Negative reactions, 

however, did not stop the wrights. Impelled by their desire to succeed, they continued their 

experiments in aviation. 

Orville and Wilbur Wright had always had a compelling interest in aeronautics and mechanics. 

As young boys they earned money by making and selling kites and mechanical toys. Later, 

they operated a bicycle-repair shop. In 1896, when they read about the death of Otto 

Lilienthal, the brothers' interest in flight grew into a compulsion.  

Lilienthal, a pioneer in hang-gliding, had controlled his gliders by shifting his body in the desired 

direction. This idea was repellent to the Wright brothers, however, and they searched for 

more efficient methods to control the balance of airborne vehicles. In 1900 and 1901, the 

Wrights tested numerous gliders and developed control techniques. The brothers' inability 

to obtain enough lift power for the gliders almost led them to abandon their efforts.  

After further study, the Wright brothers concluded that the published tables of air pressure on 

curved surfaces must be wrong. Because of their efforts, the old tables were replaced by 

the first reliable figures.  

They even designed and built a lightweight gasoline engine. When they started the engine on 

December 17, the airplane jumped up and down wildly before taking off. The plane 

managed to stay aloft for 12 seconds. However, by 1905 the wrights had perfected the first 

airplane that could tum, circle and remain airborne for half an hour.  
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66. Paragraph 1, Line 4, such people refers to those people who ………. the invention of 

the airplane.  

         1) were impressed by     2) were in favor of  

         3) seemed thrilled about    4) reacted negatively to  

67. Paragraph 1, Line 6, impelled is closest in meaning to ………. 

         1) encouraged   2) ambitious   3) uncertain   4) hesitant  

68. Paragraph 5, Line 3, aloft is closest in meaning to………. 

         1) movable   2) on the ground  3) in the air   4) temporarily  

69. Paragraph 5, Line 3, However can be replaced by ………. 

         1) But    2) Hence   3) Accordingly  4) Although  

70. Some people thought that the Wrights had ………. 

         1) been too alert  2) acted impulsively  3) mistaken   4) reacted in a negative way  

71. It is pointed out in the passage that the Wrights' interest in flight grew into ………. 

         1) an urge to take action    2) a foolish thought  

         3) a search for desirable methods   4) an outstanding talent  

72. Some people ………. the idea of flying an aircraft.  

         1) greeted   2) were laughed at  3) did not like   4) were fearful of  

73. We understand from passage that Lilienthal's idea about controlling airborne 

vehicles ………. the Wrights.  

         1) confused      2) was favored by  

         3) seemed practical to     4) was unacceptable to  

74. Because of the Wright's research, the old tables and figures for air pressure on curved 

surfaces were ………. 

         1) usable   2) rejected   3) validated   4) contradictory  

75. It is clear from the passage that the invention of airplane was first faced with………. 

by some people.  

         1) obligation   2) boredom   3) fright   4) ridicule  
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Passage 2  

Mount Vesuvius, a volcano located between the ancient Italian cities of Pompeii and 

Herculaneum, has received much attention because of its frequent and destructive 

eruptions.  

The volcano had been dormant for centuries. There was little warning of the coming eruption, 

although archaeologists asserted that a hard rain and a strong wind had calm during the 

preceding night. Early the next morning, the volcano poured a huge river of molten rock 

down upon Herculaneum, completely burying the city with coagulated lava.  

Meanwhile, on the other side of the mountain, large portions of the city Pompeii were destroyed 

in the fire. Fire, however, was not the only cause of destruction. Poisonous gases saturated 

the air. These heavy gases were not buoyant in the atmosphere and therefore sank toward 

the earth and suffocated people.  

Over the years, excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum have revealed a great deal about the 

behavior of the volcano. By analyzing data, much as a zoologist cuts apart an animal for 

research, scientists have concluded that the eruption changed large portions of the area's 

geography. For instance, it turned rivers from their courses. Meteorologists studying these 

events have also concluded that Vesuvius caused a huge tidal wave that affected the world's 

climate.  

In addition to making these investigations, archaeologists have been able to study the skeletons 

of victims by using distilled water to wash away the volcanic ash. Scientists have been 

able to draw conclusions about the diet and habits of the residents. Finally, the excavations 

at both Pompeii and Herculaneum have yielded many examples of classical art, such as 

jewelry made of bronze. Today, volcanologists can locate and predict eruptions, saving 

lives and preventing the destruction of other cities and cultures.  
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76. One can infer from the passage that tidal waves……….  

         1) may lead to volcanoes  

         2) can have an impact on the world's climate  

         3) may change the area's geography.  

         4) can change the diet of inhabitants  

77. Paragraph 2, Line 1, dormant is closest in meaning to ………. 

         1) inactive   2) disturbed   3) uneasy   4) aggressive  

78. Paragraph 2, Line 3, preceding is the opposite of ………. 

         1) previous   2) former   3) prior   4) following  

79. Paragraph 5, Line 2, distilled is closest in meaning to ………. 

         1) poisonous   2) volcanic   3) purified   4) erupted  

80. According to the passage, Pompeii………. 

         1) and Herculaneum were neighboring countries  

         2) was situated on the other side of Vesuvius  

         3) has been highly attentive  

         4) was seen a lot about eruption  

81. It was pointed out in the passage that Herculaneum was buried under ………. lava.  

         1) solidified   2) poisonous   3) suffocating   4) constructive  

82. Based on the passage, which sentence is NOT correct?  

         1) Volcanologists prevent the destruction of buildings.  

         2) Archeologists were able to study the skeletons of victims.  

         3) Scientists concluded that eruption changed the natural features of Herculaneum.  

         4) Fire was one of the reasons of Pompeii destruction.  

83. It is clear from the passage that the poisonous gases………. 

         1) were not visible     2) cause a tidal wave  

         3) were protected     4) could not float  

84. Scientists who studied atmospheric conditions have concluded that the volcanic 

eruption caused ………. 

         1) a huge river   2) a tidal wave  3) volcanoes   4) excavations  
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85. The author of the passage made a comparison between a zoologist and ………. 

         1) an investigator  2) a volcano lo gist  3) a scientist   4) a meteorologist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Cloze Passage  

In a novel which is set hundreds of years in future, it is … (86) … to build computers. This is 

because thinking machines have …(87) … so powerful that they almost took over the 

world …(88) … there are Mentats humans trained to perform the kinds of … (89) … that 

you would normally expect a computer to carry out.  

Even though Mentats are a fictional creation, human computers … (90) … something real. The 

word computer was first used more than 300 years ago and … (91) … to a person whose 

job was to … (92) … mathematical calculations.  

In the middle of the 18th century, a French mathematician wanted to calculate a very … (93) … 

problem. Although he knew how to … (94) … the calculations, he shared the work with 

several human computers who helped him … (95) … the correct answer. In the 19th 

century, an Indian mathematician was employed as a computer to calculate the … (96) … 

of the highest mountain in the world, which was … (97) … named Mount Everest. During 

the two World Wars, huge … (98) … of human computers were employed to work on 

maps, codes and countless engineering … (99) … It was not until about 1950 that 

mechanical computers began to … (100) …, and the days of the human computer were 

finally numbered.    
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86. 1) essential   2) forbidden   3) learned   4) tiring  

87. 1) become   2) trained   3) thought   4) indicated  

88. 1) Because   2) Instead   3) Whereas   4) Moreover  

89. 1) calculations   2) suppositions  3) traits   4) talents  

90. 1) maybe   2) have   3) are    4) do  

91. 1) referred   2) named   3) expressed   4) shown  

92. 1) provide   2) perform   3) evaluate   4) present  

93. 1) uneasy   2) dense   3) clear   4) complicated  

94. 1) do    2) assess   3) test    4) make  

95. 1) make up   2) arrive at   3) stand for   4) look into  

96. 1) extent   2) power   3) height   4) strength  

97. 1) therefore   2) do    3) directly   4) later  

98. 1) bands   2) teams   3) individuals   4) persons  

99. 1) projects   2) conducts   3) reasons   4) surveyors  

100. 1) manage   2) put aside   3) avoid   4) take over 
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 پاسخنامه کلیدی 
 پاسخ شماره سوال پاسخ شماره سوال پاسخ شماره سوال پاسخ شماره سوال پاسخ شماره سوال

1 4 21 3 41 2 61 4 81 1 
2 1 22 4 42 2 62 3 82 1 
3 2 23 1 43 1 63 3 83 4 
4 2 24 3 44 4 64 4 84 2 
5 4 25 3 45 1 65 2 85 3 
6 1 26 1 46 3 66 4 86 2 
7 2 27 4 47 2 67 1 87 1 
8 4 28 3 48 3 68 3 88 2 
9 1 29 4 49 1 69 1 89 1 

10 4 30 2 50 2 70 2 90 3 
11 3 31 1 51 4 71 1 91 1 
12 3 32 3 52 1 72 3 92 2 
13 3 33 3 53 2 73 4 93 4 
14 2 34 2 54 3 74 2 94 1 
15 4 35 3 55 4 75 4 95 2 
16 2 36 4 56 4 76 2 96 3 
17 4 37 3 57 2 77 1 97 4 
18 1 38 1 58 1 78 4 98 2 
19 2 39 4 59 1 79 3 99 1 
20 2 40 3 60 3 80 2 100 4 

  


